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INTRODUCTION
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Will the Live Music industry

survive Covid-19?

The year 2020 was set to be the most revenue generating year the

live music industry has ever seen prior to COVID-19, but because of

this the industry has experienced a catastrophic blow (Winterburn,

2020). An industry worth over £1.1 Billion in the UK is set to lose £900

Million by the end of 2020 if the pandemic continues to disrupt the

sector, a 75% drop in revenue. The pandemic outbreak came at a

difficult time for the UK live music sector, with many event operators

preparing for the summer festival season. The industry is exceptionally

seasonal in the United Kingdom with 29% of British adults attending a

concert or festival in July 2019 (Mintel, 2020). 

On the contrary, Social Distancing and the cancellation of large

gatherings has accelerated the trend of live streaming, as there is still

a vast consumer demand for entertainment. COVID has made digital

transformation obligatory for all businesses and for all sectors

(Fletcher & Griffiths, 2020). It has become an opportunity to boost

revenues by building new business models, for example new ticketing

structures distinguishing between livestream and ‘on-demand catch up’

(Mintel, 2020). Some of the most renowned artists in the world have

begun to offer virtual concerts for their fans during lockdown, such as

Coldplay’s Chris Martin who reached over 300,000 viewers on

Instagram’s live platform. A beneficial element of the virtual concerts

and live streaming events is not being limited to a capacity of a venue,

therefore increasing consumer reach. The digital age allows us a sense

of online community that's being fully utilized by musicians (Cox,

2020).

This white paper will explore where the UK Live Music industry is, with

regards to digital maturity in the depth of a global pandemic. There will

be an insight on how the live music sector gather and use data and

explore the roles people play in driving the industry forward- in terms

of workforce, leaders and fans. As a conclusion, I will offer my

recommendations about where the Live Music industry should head in

order to become more people/ technologically driven, ànd more

importantly resilient in the face of threats such as a global pandemic.



"There is always
VUCA conditions,
the pandemic just
magnified them."

Fletcher & Griffiths (2020)

The live music industry is persistently

confronted and affected by VUCA- the

volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous

external world (Fenton et al, 2020). Whilst

the sector begins to rely more heavily on

digital technologies to advance events and

combat external threats, other tools such

as horizon scanning can assist in

recognising the volatile aspects of the

world (Lovvik, 2020). However, as for any

business or sector it is important to

understand there will always be

uncertainties where it is impossible to

predict the consequences, and the need to

react rapidly and productively.

COVID-19 presented the most intense threat the

industry has seen thus far, with the lockdown

accelerating the VUCA across the social

environment. Whilst the digital transformation of

the sector has assisted in building a critical

retaliation to a global pandemic, it seems no

amount of forecasting or horizon scanning could

have predicted such a catastrophic impact

(Fletcher & Griffiths, 2020). The complexity and

ambiguity of COVID-19 has effectively driven

event organisers and artists to digital

technologies in order to meet consumer demand

and recover lost revenue. According to a UTA

study, 90% of concertgoers have sought to

replace the live music experience while under

‘safer at home’ restrictions in the time of COVID-

19 (UTA, 2020). Prior to the pandemic, the

appetite for Virtual Concerts was limited. Now,

optimising the virtual experience may be vital for

the future of live music events.

However, the benefits of these virtual

events becoming a permanent fixture in

society may be devastating to the sectors

supply chain. Cancelled concerts and

festivals will have an adverse impact on local

economies. Venue employees, local food

vendors and hotels who typically

accommodate short stays for concert-goers

will be affected by major cancellations the

most.
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The SWOT Analysis displayed below, highlights many

strengths within Live Music Events. One of the

biggest strengths is that is an established sector

where there are many opportunities for digital

transformation, in order to grow a more digitally

mature event/ business. Digital tools such as Online

Ticketing, facial recognition and Cashless events are

being implemented to events globally are now a

crucial part of strategic event management due to

their proven ability to bring in substantial benefits.

These benefits include significant cost and time

savings, higher attendee satisfaction, and better

exposure and image building (Waechter, 2019). The

industry is continually striving to optimise the

consumer/event relationship through apps and other

technology. Successful events are no longer

measured by simply achieving a respectable

attendance, a great deal more engagement is

manifest through digital technologies (Ryan et al,

2019).

This analysis is based on the current Live music

market, but as proven by COVID-19 the

industry is constantly changing due to

challenges from VUCA. The threat of a

pandemic has driven opportunities for digital

transformation, which could potentially change

the dynamics of the industry forever. A survey

conducted for this paper in October 2020

highlighted that one of the biggest strengths

of the industry is the societal demand. 85% of

people (Based on answers of 40 Participants)

said they would feel safe to go to a live music

event post COVID-19, with safety measures in

place. This implies that going virtual could be a

temporary fix for Live Music events but going

forward it will be important to return events to

their pre pandemic state, possibly by using

digital technologies for safety measures.

SWOT ANALYSIS
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Live Music Events Digital
Maturity Model:

Use of widespread
digital tech, such as

websites/ social media/
apps/ mobile devices to

communicate.

All of the below, plus
Online

ticketing/registration
systems, Real time

streaming, personalised
communications, Online
shop for merchandise

and Social Media
influencers.

All of the below, plus
Cashless Events,

Wearable technology for
Staff/ Consumers, QR
Code Scanning and

Crowd control
technologies.

All of the below, plus
Virtual/ Augmented

reality, Artificial
Intelligence, Projection

mapping, Facial
Recognition and Virtual
data collection through
session view times and

heat maps.

With the impact of COVID-19, it has highlighted the need of digital transformation within the

event industry and will be vital for its success in the future. There are many elements on the

horizon for the industry, that could assist in defining better organisational responses for any

future crisis (Fletcher & Griffiths, 2020). Most Live Music events were at or heading towards

Level 3 prior to the pandemic, introducing Cashless systems, and tech which aimed to make the

fan experience quicker and seamless. Currently, events have been forced into a different route of

digitalisation than most would have planned for, but we can use this experience to be prepared,

embed agility and become digitally enabled.

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?

Fig. 1: My adaptation of Digital Maturity in Events by Ryan et al, (2020)
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Level 1: (Basic)

Level 2 (Emerging)

Level 3 (Developing)

Level 4: (Intergrated)
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DATA

DIGITAL MATURITY AND DATA
Using the Live Music event digital maturity model as a guide (Fig. 1) currently most of the industry

is at Level 2. I believe the pandemic halted the progression of the industries digitalisation as most

2020 festivals were beginning to implement Level 3 characteristics such as Cashless events.

Events going 100% cashless has many benefits such as shorter queues, faster transactions for

vendors and a lower risk of theft/loss. No doubt new government initiatives and health and safety

regulations surrounding Coronavirus restrictions will encourage cashless payments for future

events to prevent the spread of the virus. If data collection is implemented within these cashless

payments, the organiser is able to discover more about audience purchasing behaviour during the

music festival and the insights will be invaluable to future vendors and sponsors (Robertson,

2020). By collecting real-time event data, you give attendees the opportunity to tell you what is

and what isn’t working at your event. Then by interpreting that data you can provide an impressive

and responsive event.

Event data translates the needs and wants of your audience into actionable takeaways.

During the pandemic, the switch to virtual events presented even more opportunities for

data collection by having trackable statistics, reports, and attendee analytics more available

than at their in-person counterparts. Actions such as session view times, eye-tracking heat

maps, and event engagement show both behaviour and preferences of attendees (Drake,

2020). Using this Virtual data can translate into more successful virtual, or in-person events

in the future as most of these data collection opportunities can be used to inform all areas

of event management. Digital maturity is allowing events to fine-tune each stage of the

delivery process (Ryan et al, 2019).

While this data can be used to add value by helping to optimise events and customise

attendee experiences, it raises ethical challenges with consumers being sceptical about the

collection of personal data due to fear of a breach on personal cyber security. As more

events move to the virtual world, attendees are looking to reduce data security risks across

the different virtual event tools and platforms they are now being asked to use.



In this survey conducted for this white paper in October 2020 (During the COVID-19 pandemic), 40

Participants between the ages of 18-60 were asked about their experiences with regards to Live

Music Events and how they feel about these events going virtual. The participants were based across

different countries and cities, in order to gain a more global perspective of the sector. Age and

Location seemed to bare little impact on the findings, suggesting that people are not yet ready for

Live Music events to turn completely virtual. This was possibly heightened by lockdown, and the lack

of social interaction people were able to participate in prior to this survey, therefore increasing the

desire for physical live music events amongst music fans.

Live Music events are all about people, from the fans and their

desire to be entertained to the artists/ organisers expressing

their art. When focusing on digital transformation it is important

to find the right workforce, who can be led by an agile, pro-active

and creative leader who work within the appropriate

organisational factors, in order to satisfy the music fans. The

pandemic has highlighted the need for organisational flexibility

(Fletcher & Griffiths, 2020), which should be projected by the

individuals within the business, who should encourage growth and

change, especially in a creative industry. 
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The social aspect of Live Music events is the main factor which clearly distinguishes it from its

virtual counterpart, and with the uncertainty of the industry post Coronavirus it will be vital to find

the balance between the human and digital, the social and the effective (Lovvik, 2020). After

analysing the survey I conducted amongst 40 music fans, the results imply that this balance has not

yet been established. By examining this data, it can give an indication to the current state of digital

transformation, and how the sector can improve and reduce negative experiences.

DIGITAL MATURITY

AND PEOPLE

PEOPLE
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EMPATHY MAPPING: FAN PERSPECTIVE
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CONCLUSION &
RECOMMENDATIONS

The live music sector is at pivotal phase,

possibly one of its most crucial in history as it

faces challenges from the VUCA world and

transforming into a digitally enabled sector.

Whilst it still has the societal demand for in-

person events, the uncertainty and volatility of

Coronavirus and the restrictions that come

along with that, have caused huge challenges.

With a focus on technologies such as Virtual

reality, there are opportunities for Live Music

events to evolve into a more digitally mature

sector, as long as there is a creative and agile

leader and the relevant workforce that are able

to produce events that meet the high

expectations of the audience.

In order overcome these difficult times and

progress the sector digitally, the following

recommendations have been made:
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• Use this experience and learn from it by

making a tactical plan to respond to future

VUCA challenges. It should include the

utilisation of the industry strengths and

opportunities where possible.

• Look at ways to improve the current standard of Live Streaming/ Virtual concerts

with the implementation of higher quality technology such as Virtual reality, to attempt

to create the same effect as in-person events. Continue to gather virtual data and use

this to improve future events.

• Seek to quickly implement Level 3 and 4 technologies into in-person events such as

Cashless Events, to not only meet efficiency standards for the post Covid-19 demand

of in-person events, but also for safety and prevention of unnecessary contact.
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